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Notice of Pre-AIA or AlA Status

1. The present application, filed on or after March 16,2013, isbeingexamined underthe 

first inventorto file provisions of the AIA.

DETAILED ACTION

Continued Examination Under 37 CFR 1.114

2. A requestfor continued examination under37 CFR 1.114, includingthe fee set forth in 

37 CFR 1.17(e), was filed in this application after final rejection. Since this application is eligible 

forcontinuedexamination under37 CFR 1.114, and the feesetforth in 37 CFR 1.17(e) has been 

timely paid, the finality ofthe previous Office action has been withdrawn pursuant to 37 CFR 

1.114. Applicant'ssubmission filed on 04/26/2021 has been entered.

Status of the Application

3. Claims 1-4, 6-14 and 27-31 are currently pendingin this case and have beenexamined 

and addressed below. This communication is a Non-Final Rejection in response to the 

Amendment to the Claimsand Remarks filed on 04/26/2021.

• Claims 1-4, 6-7, 10, 12, and 29 have been amended.

• Claims 5 and 15-26 are cancelled and not considered at thistime.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 112

4. The followingisa quotation of the first paragraph of 35 U.S.C. 112(a):

(a) IN GENERAL—The specification shall contain a written description ofthe i nvention, and 

ofthe manner and process of making and using it, in such full, clear, concise, and exact terms as to 

enable any person skilled in the a rt to which it pertains, or with which it is most nearly connected, to 

make and use the same, and shall set forth the best mode contemplated by the inventor or joint 

inventorofca rrying out the invention.
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5. Claims 1-4, 6-14 and 27-31 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112(a) or 35 U.S.C. 112 (pre- 

AIA), first paragraph, as failing to comply with the written description requirement.Theclaim(s) 

contains subject matter which was not described inthe specification in such a way as to 

reasonably convey to one skilled inthe relevant art that the inventoror a joint inventor, or for 

applications subjectto pre-AIA35 U.S.C. 112, the inventor(s), atthe time the application was 

filed, had possession of the claimed invention.

Claims 1 and 12 recite generatingan expected glucose pattern based on one or more 

bolus value calculations calculated based on the one or more bolus calculator parameters by 

utilizing computational intelligence includingone or more of neural network-based mapping, 

fuzzy logic based pattern matching, or genetic-algorithms based pattern matching to 

extrapolate forward the expected glucose pattern. However, there is no support in the 

specificationorotherdisclosureforthe concept of generatingan expected glucose pattern,and 

there is no support for utilizing computational intelligence includingany of neural network- 

based mapping,fuzzy logicbased pattern matching, orgenetic-algorithmsbased pattern 

matching for determining the expected glucose pattern. The specification does describe 

reviewing historical data to determine if patterns are present ([0217]), but the pattern is not 

describedas beingan expected glucose pattern but merelydescribedthisas a post-event 

pattern quantification, without describing whether the event is historical or expected, and 

therefore, the pattern does not equate to an expected pattern. Additionally, the specification 

does not disclose any use of neural network-based mapping, fuzzy logicbased pattern matching 

or genetic-algorithms based pattern matching, and thus does not support the use of one of

these analysesto extrapolate forward an expected glucose pattern. The specification includes
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that data such as patterns of data is mined for data that may be useful in modification of bolus 

calculator settings ([0221]), but this does not include the types of analysis of the claims or 

extrapolating usingthe analysistypesto determine an expected pattern.

As per Claims 2-4, 6-11, 13-14 and 27-31, the claims depend on Claims 1 and 12 and do 

not remedy the written description requirement issues of Claims 1 and 12. As dependent 

claims inheritthe deficienciesof the claimsthey depend on, they are also rejected.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC§ 101

6. 35 U.S.C. 101 reads as follows:

Whoever invents or discovers any new and useful process, machine, manufacture, or com position of 

matter, ora ny new and useful improvement thereof, may obtain a patent therefor, subject to the 

conditions a nd requirements of thistitie.

7. Claims 1-4, 6-14 and 27-31 are rejected because the claimed invention isdirectedto a 

judicial exception (i.e., a law of nature, a natural phenomenon, oran abstract idea) without 

significantly more. Claims 1-4, 6-14 and 27-31 are directed to the abstract idea of a healthcare 

providersetting up a boluscalculator which falls into the grouping of certain methods of 

organizing human activity including managing personal behavior such as teaching or following 

instructions.

As perClaimsl and 12, the limitationsofdisplayingortransmittingfordisplayafillable 

form, as drafted, isa step executed by a device that, underits broadest reasonable 

interpretation, covers managing personal behavioror interactions between people including 

following rules or instructions but for the recitation of generic computer components. The 

limitation of configuringthe boluscalculator at the device usingthe one or more bolus 

calculator parameters also includes managing personal behavioror interactions such as a



person settingup a bolus calculator on a device. Similarly, the limitations of determiningor
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detectinga bolus calculator para meter/setting change triggering event indicative of a needfor 

modifying boluscalculator parameters and transmitting a notification to the HCPabout the 

triggering event, as drafted, under its broadest reasonable interpretation, covers certain 

methods of organizing human activity which includes managing personal behavioror 

interactions between people i ncluding teaching and following rules or instructions. A user 

interacts with the informationto make the determination regardinga parameter/setting 

change and in response interacts with the HCP to notify them about the event.The claimsalso 

recite displayingan approval prompt and upon acceptance of the approval prompt, modifying 

boluscalculator parameters which, underits broadest reasonable interpretation, covers 

managing personal behaviorsor interactions between people. The patient accepts the approval 

prompt and this interaction triggers the following of the rules to modifythe parameters. As per 

the October 2019 Update on Subject Matter Eligibility, the certain methodsof organizing 

human activity grouping of abstract ideas includessub-groupings which encompass both 

activity of a single person and activity that involves multiple people, and thus certain activity 

betweena personand a computer may fall withinthe certain methodsof organizing human 

activity grouping. The transmitting for displaya fillableformfora userto enterboluscalculator 

parameters in thefieldsincludesa userinteraction witha computer. Additionally,determining 

or detectinga boluscalculator parameter change triggering event has occurred and 

transmitting a notification involves a user interacting with the information that is received and 

displayed,whichiscertain activity betweena personand a computer. The displayingan

approval prompt, acceptance of the prompt are also examples of certain activity betweena



person and a computer. The modifyingboluscalculator parameters involvesfollowingrulesor
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instructions on how the modification to the parameters is to be made. If a claim limitation, 

under its broadest reasonable interpretation, covers managing personal behavioror 

relationshipsorinteractions between people includingteachingand followingrulesor 

i nstructions, but for the recitation of genericcomputer components, then it falls within the 

"Certain Methods of Organizing Human Behavior" grouping of abstract ideas. The bolus 

calculator is not positively recited in the claim, but the claim recites usingthe calculator to 

calculate a bolus value based on input to the boluscalculator. The calculating of bolus values 

based on input falls into the mental processesand the mathematical concepts groupings of 

abstract ideas. The claims do not limitwhat method is used to calculate the bolus value and 

therefore, usingthe boluscalculator parameters to calculate a bolus value can be done using a 

concept which can be done in the human mind by use of observation, evaluation and 

judgementor it could be calculated using a mathematical calculations determine the value. 

Because the claim element can fall into eitherthe mental processesor mathematical concepts 

grouping, the claim I imitation is abstract. The claims recite generatingan expected glucose 

pattern based on bolus value calculations calculated based on the one or more boluscalculator 

parameters, determiningordetectinga boluscalculator parameter change triggering event 

indicative of a need for modifyingthe boluscalculator parameters in response to identifyinga 

threshold amount of deviation from the expected glucose pattern and determiningthe 

deviation is addressable by a change in the one or more bolus calculator parameters, and 

determining modified bolus calculator parameters base don the change triggering event which

are activities which can be performed in the human mind. Using human evaluation, judgement,



opinion and observation, a person can generate an expected gl ucose pattern based on bolus
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value calculations and determine change triggering events in response to identifyinga 

threshold amount of deviation from the expected pattern. A person could mentally determine 

that the deviation can be addressed by a change in the bolus calculator parameters and then 

determine modified parameters. Because the claim elements can fall into the mental processes 

grouping,the claim limitations are abstract. Accordingly, the claim recites an abstract idea.

This judicial exception is not integrated into a practical application because the 

additional elements and combination of additional elements do not impose meaningful limits 

on the judicial exception. In particular, the claim recitesthe additional elements -a serverfor 

login, receiving data, and determiningtriggeringevents;a healthcare provider(HCP) devicefor 

communicating, transmitting and receiving data with the serverand displayinginformation;a 

patientdevicefor receivingdata and executingthe features of the abstract idea, receivingdata 

from the tillable form; and transmitting data to a device. The serveris recited at a high-level of 

generality such that it amounts to no more than mere instructions to apply the exception using 

a generic computer component. Accordingly, this additional element does not integrate the 

abstract idea into a practical application because it does not impose any meaningful limitson 

practicing the abstract idea. The claimdoes not positively recite the bolus calculator itself, but 

using the calculator to calculate a bolus value isalso mere instructions to apply the exception. 

The bolus calculator is described in the specification as an application ([0018]) running on a 

patient device such as a smartphone ([0053]). This is an example of the additional element 

being mere instructions to apply the exception because they do no more than merely invoke

computers of machinery as a tool to perform a process such as a mathematical algorithm being



appliedon a general purpose computer, as per MPEP 2106.05(f)(2)(i), where the patientdevice
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is shown to be a general purpose computer device such as a smartphone as above, or tablet or 

wearable device ([0007], Fig. 1A). The HCP device forcommunicating with the server and 

displaying information also is described in the specification as a general purpose computer 

component such as a PC, tablet, etc. ([00142], see Fig. 4) such that it amounts to mere 

instructions to applythe exception forthe same reasons as the patientdevice. The claim also 

includes utilizing computational intelligence including neural network-based mapping, fuzzy 

logic or genetic-algorithms based pattern matching to generate an expected pattern, where the 

generation of an expected glucose pattern recites a mental process as it can be practically 

performed in the human mind, as described above. The use of a mathematical algorithm such 

as any of the recited algorithms, which are recited at a high-level ofgenerality,toapplyto the 

abstract idea of generatingan expected pattern amounts to mere instructions to applythe 

exception. As per MPEP 2106.05(f), a claim that recites only the idea of a solution or outcome 

and failsto recite details of howa solutiontoa problem is accomplished and use of computers 

as a tool to perform existing processes such as a commonplace mathematical algorithm applied 

on a general purpose computer, has been found by the courts to amount to mere instructions 

to apply the exception and does not integrate the abstract idea into a practical application or 

provide significantly more. The claim also recitesthe additional elements of the receiving data 

from the tillable form and transmittingdata to a device which are insignificantextra-solution 

activity, as in as in MPEP 2106.05(g), because the steps of receiving data and transmitting data 

is mere data gathering in conjunction with the abstract idea where the limitation amounts to

necessary data gathering and outputting, (i.e., all uses of the recited judicial exception require



such data gathering or data output). See Mayo, 566 U.S. at 79, 101 USPG.2d at 1968; OIP Techsv
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Inc. v. Amazon.com, Inc., 788 F.3d 1359, 1363, 115 USPQ2d 1090, 1092-93 (Fed.Cir. 2015) 

(presenting offers and gathering statistics a mounted to mere data gathering). Because the 

additional elements do not impose meaningful limitations on the judicial exception, the claim is 

directed to an abstract idea.

The claims do not include additional elementsthatare sufficienttoamount to 

significantly more than the judicial exception. Asdiscussed above with respect to integration of 

the abstract idea into a practical application, the additional elementsof a serveramounts to no 

more than mere instructionsto apply the exception usinga genericcomputer component. 

These elements recite a generic computing system by recitingan Internet server, router, 

computer, smartphone, etc. (Specification, [00109]), which do not add meaningful limitations 

to the abstract idea beyond mere instructionsto applyan exception. Additionally, the bolus 

calculator is recited as an application running on a patient device such as a smartphone 

([0053]). The claims recite utilizing computational intelligence including neural network-based 

mapping, fuzzy logic or genetic-algorithms based pattern matching to generate an expected 

pattern which as described above amounts to mere instructionsto apply the exception because 

itappliesa mathematical algorithmto the abstract idea of generatingan expected glucose 

pattern. The specification only describesthe mathematical algorithm at a high level of 

generality includingthe system determines a post event pattern quantification. As discussed 

above, the system is a general purpose computer which carries out the computational 

intelligence. As computation intelligence can be a computer function which includes

performing repetitive calculations that a general purpose computer is capable of executing, the



function is considered to be we 11-understood, routine and conventional, similarto MPEP 

2106.05(d)(ll)(ii). Mere instructions to apply an exception using a generic computer component 

cannot provide an inventive concept. The additional elements of receiving data from the 

fillable form and transmitting data to a device amount to insignificant extra-solution activity, as 

described above, which are elements that are well-understood, routine and conventional 

computer functions because they are claimed at a high level of generality and include receiving 

or transmitting data, which has beenfound to be well-understood, routine and convention 

computerfunctions by the Court (MPEP 2106.05(d)(ll)(i) Receivingortransmitting data overa 

network, e.g., using the Internet to gather data, Symantec 838 F.3dat 1321, 120 USPQ2d at. 

1362 (utilizingan intermediary computerto forward information); TU CommunicationsLLC v. 

AVAuto.LLCf 823 F, 3d 607, 610, 118 USPQZd 1744, 1745 (Fed, Cir. 201.6) (using a telephone for 

image transmission); OiPTechs., inc., v. Amazon.com,, Inc., 788 F.3d 1359, 1363, 115 USPQ2d 

1090, 1093 (Fed. Cir. 2015) (sending messages overa network); buySAFE, inc. v. Google, Inc.,

765 F.Bd 1350, 1355, 112 USPQld 1093, 1096 (Fed.Cir.2014) (computerreceivesand sends 

information over a network); but see DDR Holdings, LLC v. Hoteis.com, LA, 773 F.Bd 1245,

1258, 113 USPQ.2d 1097, 1106 (Fed. Cir. 2014) ("Unlike the claims in Uitramerciai, the claims at 

issue here specify how interactions with the Internet are manipulated to yield a desired result— 

a resultthat overridesthe routine and conventionai sequence of events ordinarily triggered by 

the dick of a hyperlink." (emphasisadded)). Lookingatthe limitationsasan ordered 

combination adds nothing that is not already presentwhen looking at the elements taken
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individually. There is no indication that the combi nation of elements improves the functioning
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of the computerorimprovesanothertechnology. The claimsdo not amount to significantly 

more than the underlyingabstract idea.

Dependent claims 2-4, 6-11, 13-14 and 27-31 add additional limitations. The dependent 

claims include limitations which furtherspecifyor limitthe elements of the independentclaims, 

and hence are nonethelessdirected towardsfundamentallythesame abstract idea. Claim 2 

includes prioritizing or ranking the triggering events which, similarto the independent claim, is 

a method of organizing human activity because the userfollowsrulesorinstructions based on 

the received data. Claims 27 and 28 further specify that the bolus value is calculated according 

to received values. As described in the independentclaims, the calculating of the bolus value is 

not limited to a particular way of calculation and thus it could fall into eitherthe mental 

processes or mathematical concepts abstract ideagrouping. The limitationsofthe remaining 

dependent claimsonlyserve to furtherlimitor specify the limitationsofthe independent 

claims,and henceare nonethelessdirectedtowardsfundamentallythesame abstract ideaas 

independent claimsland 12.

The dependentclaimsdo not include additional elements that integrate the abstract 

idea into a practical application. The dependent claims include additional elements similarto 

the independent claims includingtransmittinga subsetof prioritizedeventstothe HCP, 

receivinga modification and transmittingthe modification to a device which are insignificant 

extra-solution activity, as in MPEP 2106.05(g), because the steps amounts to necessary data 

gathering and outputting, {i.e., all uses of the recited judicial exception require such data 

gathering or data output). See Mayo, 566 U.5. at 79, 101 USPQ2d at 1968; DIP Techs., Inc. v. 

Amazon.com, Inc., 788 F.3d 1.359, 1363, 115 USPQ2d 1090, 1092-93 (Fed. Cir. 2015) (presenting



offersand gathering statistics a mounted to mere data gathering). Because the additional
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elements do not impose meaningful limitations on the judicial exception, the claim is directed 

to an abstract idea. Accordingly, the additional elements do not integrate the abstract ideainto 

a practical application because itdoes not impose any meaningful limitson practicing the 

abstract idea.

The additional elements of the dependent claims do not include additional elements 

that are sufficientto amount to significantly more than the judicial exception. As discussed 

above, the steps of transmitting a subset of prioritizedeventstothe HCP, receivinga 

modification and transmittingthe modification to a deviceare insignificantextra-solution 

activity which is no more than well-understood, routine, conventional activities previously 

known to the industry including mere data gathering similarto performing clinical tests on 

individualstoobtain inputforan equation,Inre Grams, 888 F.2d 835, 839-40; 12 USPQ2d 1824, 

1827-28 (Fed. Cir. 1989) asperMPEP 2106.05(g). As the additional elementsare well- 

understood, routine and conventional functionalitiesinthe art, the claims do not amount to 

significantly more than the abstract idea and are not patent eligible.

In view of the foregoing, claims 1-4, 6-14 and 27-31 do not amount to significantly more 

than the above-identified abstract idea and are accordingly rejected under35 U.S.C. 101 as 

being directed to non-statutory subject matter.

Response to Arguments

8. Applicant's arguments, see Pages 9-11, "Discussion of Claim Rejections Under 35 U.S.C. 

§101", filed 04/26/2021 with respect to claims 1-4, 6-14 and 27-31 have beenfullyconsidered

but they are not persuasive.
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Applicant argues that the present claimscannot practically be performed in the human 

mind becausea human cannot mentally generate an expected glucose pattern utilizing 

computational intelligence includingoneormore of neural network-based mapping, fuzzy logic 

based and genetic-algorithm based pattern matching. Examinerrespectfullydisagreesthatthe 

claims are not directed to an abstract idea because they do not fall into the grouping of a 

mental process. A human can mentally evaluate the bolusvalue calculations to generate an 

expected glucose pattern. This is directed to the abstract idea of a mental process. The 

utilization of computational intel ligence does no more than merely invoke computers or 

machinery asa toolto perform the abstract idea,which is the generation of the expected 

pattern. AsperMPEP 2106.05(f)(2), the use of a mathematical algorithm applied on a general 

purpose computerhas beenfound by the courts to be an additional elementwhichamountsto 

mere instructions to apply the exception. As perthe 101 rejection above, the method of the 

claims iscarried out by a general purpose computer. Computational intelligence isthe 

functional capability of the computer, and as the computer is a general purpose computerthis 

does not integrate the abstract idea into a practical application or provide significantly more 

than the abstract idea. The neural network-based mapping, fuzzy logic based pattern matching, 

or genetic-algorithms based pattern matching are claimed as already developed mathematical 

algorithmsapplied by the general purpose computer and thus are mere instructions to apply 

the exception.

Examinernotes that as perthe Examinerlnterviewsummaryof 04/19/2021, the 

inclusion of an algorithm which does not include more than utilizinga known type of 

mathematical analysisora known algorithm wouldsimply be mere instructions to applythe



exceptionand would not be sufficientinovercomingthe 101 rejection. However, inclusion of
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generation of a particular algorithm which is used to generate an output and use of the output 

would be considered for furthering prosecution in terms of subject matter eligibility. As the 

present claims are applying mathematical algorithms recited at a high level of generality, the 

101 rejection is maintained.

Conclusion

9. The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinenttoapplicant's 

disclosure.

Yodfatetal. (US 2019/0099551 Al) disclosesa systemand method for diabetes 

managementwhich includesa controllerwhich includesa bolus calculator and receives settings 

data from a health care providerincludinginsulinsensitivityindexandcarb factorthrough a 

user interface and is stored in the controllerfor use in the bolus calculator ([0094], Fig. 37).

Brukalo etal. (US 2008/0312512 Al) discloses bolus calculator setup in which data is 

input on a remote controllerdevice and when devicesare paired, the settingssuch as 

carbohydrate ratio are copied to the device, i.e. patient device, and these calculator settings 

are used by the boluscalculatorto determine bolus value (Fig. 16A/B, [0066]).

10. Any inquiry concerning this communication orearliercommunicationsfrom the 

examinershould be directed to Evangeline Barrwhose telephone numberis (571)272-0369.

The examinercan normally be reached on Monday to Friday8:00 am to 4:00 pm.

Examinerinterviews are available via telephone, in-person, and video conferencing

using a USPTO supplied web-based collaboration tool. To schedule an interview, applicant is



encouraged to use the USPTO Automated Interview Request(AIR) at
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http://www.uspt0.g0v/i nterviewpractice.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's 

supervisor, Fonya Long can be reached on 571-270-5096. The fax phone numberfor the 

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent 

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications 

may be obtainedfrom eitherPrivate PAIR or PublicPAIR. Status information for unpublished 

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR 

system, see https://ppair-my.uspto.gov/pair/PrivatePair.Shouldyou have questions on access 

to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic Business Center(EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll- 

free). If you would like assistance from a USPTO Customer Service Representative oraccess to 

the automated information system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or571-272-1000.

/EVANGELINE BARR/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 3626
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Filing Date: September 8, 2017

REMARKS

Claims 1, 6, and 12 are amended. Claim 4 is canceled, without prejudice. The 

amendments are supported at least by the Specification at paras. 19, 26, 69, 71 (including 

incorporated by reference U.S. Patent Publication No. 2007/0208246 at para 517, 638, and 692), 

117,219, and 229.

112 Rejection Comments

Claims 1-4, 6-14, and 27-31 stand rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 112(a), or 35 U.S.C. § 112, 

first paragraph as allegedly failing to comply with the written description requirement. Though 

Applicant does not necessarily agree with the rejections under § 112, Applicant has amended the 

claims herein to expedite prosecution and respectfully submits that the amended claims are 

supported by the Specification as filed and therefore satisfy the requirements of §112.

For example, each of claim 1 and 12 recites:

“generating estimated glucose concentration values for a future time period based on one 

or more real-time glucose concentration values measured by a continuous glucose monitor 

associated with the patient by utilizing computational intelligence including one or more of 

neural network-based mapping, fuzzy logic based pattern matching, or genetic-algorithms based 

pattern matching to extrapolate forward the estimated glucose concentration values for the future 

time period; [and] determining or detecting, in real-time, a bolus calculator parameter change 

triggering event based on the estimated glucose concentration values for the future time period 

indicating a clinical risk alert, wherein the clinical risk alert is addressable by a change in the one 

or more bolus calculator parameters.”

The Specification at para. [0069] discusses that: “[i]n certain embodiments, each of the 

alerts is associated with one or more actions that are to be performed in response to triggering of 

the alert[, and that]. ... [a]lerts may also result in a bolus calculator parameter/setting 

modification trigger being activated, and a consequent signal being generated and transmitted to 

an HCP server, as described in greater detail below.” Therefore the Specification supports that a 

bolus calculator parameter change triggering event can be based on an alert.
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The Specification at para. [0071] further discusses that “U.S. Patent Publication No. 

2007/0208246, which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety, describes some systems 

and methods associated with the clinical risk alerts (or alarms) described herein,” meaning that 

the clinical risk alerts of the incorporated by reference ‘246 Publication are a type of alert that 

can be the basis for a bolus calculator parameter change triggering event.

The incorporated ‘246 Publication at para. 517 describes that: “In alternative 

embodiments, the conversion function is used to predict analyte values at future points in time. 

These predicted values can be used to alert the user of upcoming hypoglycemic or 

hyperglycemic events.” The incorporated ‘246 Publication at para. 692 describes that: “In 

contrast to alarms that prompt or alert a patient when a measured or projected analyte value or 

rate of change simply passes a predetermined threshold, the clinical risk alarms of the preferred 

embodiments combine intelligent and dynamic estimative algorithms to provide greater 

accuracy, more timeliness in pending danger, avoidance of false alarms, and less annoyance for 

the patient. In general, clinical risk alarms of the preferred embodiments include dynamic and 

intelligent estimative algorithms based on analyte value, rate of change, acceleration, clinical 

risk, statistical probabilities, known physiological constraints, and/or individual physiological 

patterns, thereby providing more appropriate, clinically safe, and patient-friendly alarms.” 

Therefore, the incorporated ‘246 Publication supports that clinical risk alerts can be on the basis 

of predicted or projected analyte (e.g., glucose) values.

The incorporated ‘246 Publication at para. 638 describes that: “Generally, algorithms that 

estimate analyte values from measured analyte values include any algorithm that fits the 

measured analyte values to a pattern, and/or extrapolates estimated values for another time 

period (for example, for a future time period or for a time period during which data needs to be 

replaced). ... In some alternative embodiments, computational intelligence (for example, neural 

network-based mapping, fuzzy logic based pattern matching, genetic-algorithms based pattern 

matching, or the like) can be used to fit measured analyte values to a pattern, and/or extrapolate 

forward.” Therefore, the incorporated ‘246 Publication supports that the predicted or projected 

analyte values used to determine the clinical risk alert can be determined by utilizing 

computational intelligence including one or more of neural network-based mapping, fuzzy logic 

based pattern matching, or genetic-algorithms based pattern matching to extrapolate forward the 

estimated glucose concentration values for the future time period.
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The Specification at para. 19 describes that: “Where the bolus calculator

parameters/setting change triggering event include a detected pattern, the pattern detected may 

be via an analysis of CGM traces. The pattern may be one that is remediable by a change in 

bolus calculator parameters/settings.” The Specification at para. 219 further describes that: 

“However it is determined that the bolus calculator parameters/settings are sub optimal, more 

optimal or improved parameters may be determined (step 914).” Therefore, the Specification 

supports that the bolus calculator parameters may be changed to address sub optimality, which as 

discussed can be determined in view of a clinical risk alert.

The Specification at para. 229 describes that: “Generally, the above systems and 

methods use historical data, including inferred quantities such as patterns, to inform a real-time 

present suggestion or change to a parameter or setting of a bolus calculator. While the 

determination of the change or modification is at least in part automatic, implementation of the 

change itself may be subject to confirmation by the patient, HCP, or both.” Therefore, the 

Specification supports that the bolus calculator parameters change is triggered and occurs in real

time.

Accordingly, Applicant respectfully submits that the amended claim features of claim 1 

and 12, and the remaining claims dependent thereon, satisfy the requirements of § 112, and 

requests that the rejections under § 112 be withdrawn.

101 Rejection Discussion

Claims 1-4, 6-14, and 27-31 stand rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 101 because the claimed 

invention is allegedly directed to non-statutory subject matter. Office Action, pgs. 4-5. Applicant 

respectfully traverses this rejection.

The Office Action, in part, alleges that “determining or detecting a bolus calculator 

parameter change triggering event ... can be performed in the human mind.” OA, p. 6-7. 

However, Applicant respectfully submits that such features of amended claim 1 cannot be 

performed in the human mind, and therefore do not recite an abstract idea. Further, the features 

of amended claim 1 provide an improvement to the technical field of bolus calculation by 

triggering bolus calculation based on real-time data, which cannot be performed mentally or by 

humans without a machine, which allows for more frequent updating of bolus calculator 

parameters to improve glucose levels in a patient.
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Claim 1, as amended, recites “generating estimated glucose concentration values for a 

future time period based on one or more real-time glucose concentration values measured by a 

continuous glucose monitor associated with the patient by utilizing computational intelligence 

including one or more of neural network-based mapping, fuzzy logic based pattern matching, or 

genetic-algorithms based pattern matching to extrapolate forward the estimated glucose 

concentration values for the future time period; [and] determining or detecting, in real-time, a 

bolus calculator parameter change triggering event based on the estimated glucose concentration 

values for the future time period indicating a clinical risk alert, wherein the clinical risk alert is 

addressable by a change in the one or more bolus calculator parameters”. Applicant submits that 

amended claim 1 is allowable for the following reasons.

Applicant has amended claim 1 to clarify how the bolus calculator parameters are 

modified such that the modification process cannot be performed in the human mind or by pen 

and paper. In particular, claim 1 generates estimated glucose concentration values for a future 

time period based on one or more real-time glucose concentration values measured by a 

continuous glucose monitor associated with the patient by utilizing computational intelligence 

including one or more of neural network-based mapping, fuzzy logic based pattern matching, or 

genetic-algorithms based pattern matching to extrapolate forward the estimated glucose 

concentration values for the future time period that cannot be conceivably performed in the 

mind. In particular, a human is incapable of being able to estimate in real-time future glucose 

concentration values using the complex functions required, as it would simply take too long for a 

human to do that in real time. Further, a human would also not be able to use such estimated 

glucose concentration values in real time to determine a bolus calculator parameter change 

triggering event, as since a human cannot determine the estimated values in real time mentally, 

the human would be incapable of using the estimated glucose concentration values in real time 

mentally to determine the bolus calculator parameter change triggering event. Thus, Applicant 

submits the complex analysis in real time of the data to determine the estimated glucose 

concentration values and use of such values in real time to determine the bolus calculator 

parameter change triggering event, a recited in claim 1, cannot be performed in the human mind 

or by pen and paper in real time, and therefore claim 1 is not directed to an abstract idea.

In addition, the Specification describes how such real time analysis of the data to 

determine the estimated glucose concentration values and use of such values in real time to
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determine the bolus calculator parameter change triggering event provide an improvement to the 

technical field of glucose management, therefore integrating, arguendo, any abstract idea into a 

practical application thus making claim 1 subject matter eligible. For example, para. 216, 219, 

and 229 discuss how sub optimal parameters for the bolus calculator may be improved, which 

may beneficially keep a user’s glucose level within a target range. Performing such tasks in a 

real time manner through the use of a continuous glucose monitor and the specific functions 

claimed may help to keep a user’s glucose level within a target range, even as conditions change 

for the user. Para. 54 even describes the problem of how “[w]hile a significant amount of prior 

art has been developed in the context of bolus calculators, particularly among pump 

manufacturers, the same is generally related to calculations and dosing on the basis of SMBG 

measurements, not continuous glucose monitoring measurements, nor on the many important 

properties and information derivable there from.” Paras. 12 and 59 describe the benefit of the 

claimed solution being “more frequent, updates to bolus calculator parameters as may be needed, 

to “hone in” on a best set of parameters or to determine the best set of parameters for a given 

situation of the patient, e.g., weekends versus weekdays.”

Claim 12 recites substantially similar elements to claim 1. Thus, Applicant submits that 

claims 1 and 12 and their dependent claims are allowable and requests withdrawal of all § 101 

rejections with respect to these claims.

No Disclaimers or Disavowals

Although the present communication may include alterations to the application or claims, 

or characterizations of claim scope or referenced art, Applicant is not conceding in this 

application that previously pending claims are not patentable. Rather, any alterations or 

characterizations are being made to facilitate expeditious prosecution of this application. 

Applicant reserves the right to pursue at a later date any previously pending or other broader or 

narrower claims that capture any subject matter supported by the present disclosure, including 

subject matter found to be specifically disclaimed herein or by any prior prosecution. 

Accordingly, reviewers of this or any parent, child or related prosecution history shall not 

reasonably infer that Applicant has made any disclaimers or disavowals of any subject matter 

supported by the present application.
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Please charge any additional fees, including any fees for additional extension of time, or 

credit overpayment to Deposit Account No. 11-1410.

Respectfully submitted,

KNOBBE, MARTENS, OLSON & BEAR, LLP
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AMENDMENTS TO THE CLAIMS

1. (Currently Amended) A method for enabling health care provider (HCP) set up of 

a bolus calculator, comprising:

upon login by an HCP to a server using an HCP device associated with the HCP, 

displaying at the HCP device, or transmitting from the server to the HCP device for display at the 

HCP device, a fillable form, the fillable form including one or more fields for entry of one or 

more bolus calculator parameters;

receiving, at the server from the HCP device, data provided by the HCP in the fillable 

form, the data corresponding to the one or more bolus calculator parameters;

upon login by a patient to the server, transmitting data, at the server, to a device 

associated with the patient, the transmitted data based on the received data, where the transmitted 

data corresponds to the one or more bolus calculator parameters in a format suitable for 

configuration of the bolus calculator executing on the device, wherein the one or more bolus 

calculator parameters are used by the device to configure the bolus calculator at the device, the 

bolus calculator used by the device to calculate a bolus value based on input to the bolus 

calculator that is then processed by the bolus calculator, configured according to the one or more 

bolus calculator parameters, to calculate the bolus value;

generating _glucose values for a future time

period based on one or more real-time glucose concentration values measured by a continuous 

glucose monitor associated with the patient one or more bolus value calculations calculated 

based on the one or more bolus calculator parameters by utilizing computational intelligence 

including one or more of neural network-based mapping, fuzzy logic based pattern matching, or 

genetic-algorithms based pattern matching to extrapolate forward the expected estimated glucose 

concentration values for the future time pcriodpattem;

determining or detecting, in real-time, a bolus calculator parameter change triggering 

event based on the estimated glucose concentration values for the future time period indicating a

clinical risk alert, indicative of a need for modifying at least one of the one or more bolus 

calculator parameters in response to identifying wherein the clinical risk alert a threshold amount
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of deviation from the expected glucose pattern and determining that the deviation is addressable 

by a change in the one or more bolus calculator parameters;

based on the bolus calculator parameter change triggering event, automatically 

determining modified bolus calculator parameters; and

at least one of transmitting a notification to the HCP about the modified bolus calculator 

parameter change triggering event or transmitting the modified bolus calculator parameters to the 

device.
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2. (Previously Presented) The method of Claim 1, wherein the determining or 

detecting comprises determining or detecting multiple bolus calculator parameter change 

triggering events including the bolus calculator parameter change triggering event, and further 

comprising prioritizing or ranking the multiple bolus calculator parameter change triggering 

events before transmitting the notification to the HCP.

3. (Previously Presented) The method of Claim 2, further comprising transmitting a 

subset of the prioritized or ranked bolus calculator parameter change triggering events to the 

HCP, the subset including the bolus calculator parameter change triggering event.

4. (Canceled)

5. (Canceled)

6. (Currently Amended) The method of Claim 1 [[4]], wherein the bolus calculator 

parameter change triggering event is further in response to [[the]] a detected pattern of the one or 

more real-time glucose concentration values comprising includes at least one of nighttime lows 

or post-prandial highs.

7. (Previously Presented) The method of Claim 1, wherein the bolus calculator 

parameter change triggering event is based on an atypical glucose response.
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8. (Previously Presented) The method of Claim 1, further comprising receiving a 

modification to the one or more bolus calculator parameters in response to the notification to the 

HCP, and transmitting the modification to the device associated with the patient.

9. (Previously Presented) The method of Claim 8, wherein the modification adjusts a 

basal rate or the at least one of the one or more bolus calculator parameters.

10. (Previously Presented) The method of Claim 1, wherein the bolus calculator 

parameter change triggering event is further in response to detection of at least occasional 

departures in one or more actual bolus values administered as compared to the one or more bolus 

value calculations.

11. (Previously Presented) The method of Claim 10, wherein the departures are of the 

same sign and value, and wherein the departure values are within a common range.
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12. (Currently Amended) A method for enabling health care provider (HCP) set up of 

a bolus calculator, comprising:

upon login by an HCP to a server using an HCP device associated with the HCP, 

displaying at the HCP device, or transmitting from the server to the HCP device for display at the 

HCP device, a Tillable form, the fillable form including one or more fields for entry of one or 

more bolus calculator parameters;

receiving, at the server from the HCP device, data provided by the HCP in the fillable 

form, the data corresponding to the one or more bolus calculator parameters;

upon login by a patient to the server, transmitting data, at the server, to a device 

associated with the patient, the transmitted data based on the received data, wherein the 

transmitted data corresponds to the one or more bolus calculator parameters in a format suitable 

for configuration of the bolus calculator executing on the device, wherein the one or more bolus 

calculator parameters are used by the device to configure the bolus calculator at the device, the 

bolus calculator used by the device to calculate a bolus value based on input to the bolus
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calculator that is then processed by the bolus calculator, configured according to the one or more 

bolus calculator parameters, to calculate the bolus value;

generating an expected estimated glucose pattern concentration values for a future time 

period based on one or more real-time glucose concentration values measured by a continuous 

glucose monitor associated with the patient one or more bolus value calculations calculated 

based on the one or more bolus calculator parameters by utilizing computational intelligence 

including one or more of neural network-based mapping, fuzzy logic based pattern matching, or 

genetic-algorithms based pattern matching to extrapolate forward the expected estimated glucose 

concentration values for the future time periodpattem:

determining or detecting, in real-time, a bolus calculator parameter change triggering 

event based on the estimated glucose concentration values for the future time period indicating a

clinical risk alert, indicative of a need for modifying at least one of the one or more bolus 

calculator parameters in response to identifying a wherein the clinical risk alert threshold 

amount of deviation from the expected glucose pattern and determining that the deviation is

addressable by a change in the one or more bolus calculator parameters;

based on the bolus calculator parameter change triggering event, automatically 

determining modified bolus calculator parameters; and

on the device associated with the patient, receiving an indication of modification to the 

one or more bolus calculator parameters based on the modified bolus calculator parameters, and 

displaying an approval prompt on a user interface of the device to determine whether the patient 

approves the modification to the one or more bolus calculator parameters, and upon acceptance 

of the approval prompt, automatically modifying the one or more bolus calculator parameters 

based on the modification.

13. (Previously Presented) The method of Claim 12, wherein the one or more bolus 

calculator parameters entered by the HCP are specific to a range of time within a day, or are 

specific to weekdays versus weekends.
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14. (Previously Presented) The method of Claim 12, wherein the form is displayed to 

the HCP with pre-populated data obtained from user account data or from data associated with a 

medical device.

15-26. (Canceled)

27. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 1, wherein the input to the bolus 

calculator comprises one or more values received at the device from one or more sensors or input 

mechanisms different from the HCP.

28. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 12, wherein the input to the 

bolus calculator comprises one or more values received at the device from one or more sensors 

or input mechanisms different from the HCP.

29. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 1, wherein the triggering event

is based on at least one of: a repeated pattern of user modifications to the one or more bolus 

values calculations, an atypical glucose response, at least occasional departures in one or more 

actual bolus values administered as compared to the one or more bolus value calculations, and a 

detected pattern of glucose measurements.

30. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 12, wherein the one or more

bolus calculator parameters comprise one or more of a carbohydrate count, fat intake, protein 

intake, meal size, insulin-to-carb ratio (ICR), glucose targets, glucose thresholds, insulin action 

times, and glucose trends.

31. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 8, wherein the modification is

within a range based on one or more of weight, history, age, and body mass index (BMI) of the 

patient.
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